Letter to investors:
FY19 full year result

dear
investors

We’re on the fast-track to our goal of
keeping New Zealand new, with the fibre
rollout now 80% complete and more than
half of our broadband connections on fibre.
When we signed up for the original ultra-fast broadband (UFB)
contract with the Government in 2011, we had a target of 20%
fibre uptake by 2020. This year, demand for fibre was stronger
than ever. We completed a record 186,000 fibre installations,
up from 156,000 last year, and fibre uptake within our UFB areas
grew from 45% to 53%. That’s all the more impressive when you
consider we built the network past another 176,000 homes and
businesses during FY19.
Demand for data also keeps growing, reflecting the ever
increasing range of online streaming content and the proliferation
of connected devices in the home. Monthly average household

data usage on copper and fibre connections across our network
increased by 55 gigabytes (GB) to 265GB. Fibre customers use
an average of 341GB. Pleasingly, we’ve seen a growing proportion
of customers opt for higher speed connections, with uptake of
1 gigabit per second (Gbps) plans increasing from 7% to 10% of
our consumer connections in the period.
We completed a number of significant initiatives during the year
as part of our ongoing transformation programme to optimise
our business for a fibre-centric future. Despite some impact from
individual retailer processes, we lifted overall customer satisfaction
from 7.5 to 7.7 out of ten. This reflected our collaboration with
our industry partners to redesign our processes and reduce the
effort required by most fibre installations to just one customer
appointment. Our people have been critical to embracing this kind
of customer design-led change. We achieved a score of 7.6 out of
10 in our annual engagement survey, consistent with the middle of
our international ‘technology’ company benchmark, and a positive
net promoter score of 28.

FY19 result overview
Dividend reinvestment plan for shareholders
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If you haven’t previously registered to participate and wish
to do so, you’ll need to have registered your participation by
5:00pm (NZ time) on 25 September 2019.
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A dividend reinvestment plan is available to our Australian and
New Zealand resident shareholders with a discount rate of 3%
for the 8 October 2019 dividend payment.

FY19

28

Net Promoter
Score4

You can register by logging into our Computershare profile
at www.investorcentre.com/nz or downloading the
Participation Notice at www.chorus.co.nz/dividends and
returning it to Computershare.
The full terms of the reinvestment plan can be read in our Offer
Document dated February 2016 at www.chorus.co.nz/dividends,
or you can request a copy free of charge. Our most recent
audited financial statements, and auditor’s report, are included
in our 2019 annual report, which is available free of charge on
request and at www.chorus.co.nz/financial-results.

1 Earnings before interest, income tax, depreciation and amortisation
(EBITDA) is a non-GAAP profit measure. We monitor this as a key
performance indicator and we believe it assists investors in assessing
the performance of the core operations of our business.
2 A new engagement survey provider means FY18 data isn’t directly comparable.
3 Based on the mean response to “How likely are you to recommend your
company as a place to work?”
4 Net Promoter Scores can range from -100 to 100 and are calculated by
subtracting the percentage of detractors (0-6 engagement score) from
the percentage of promoters (9-10 engagement score).

We’re 80% of the way to our target of building our fibre
network past approximately 1.36 million homes and
businesses by the end of 2022. We’ve started taking fibre
to some of the more than 300 smaller towns for the
extension of the original UFB rollout (UFB2), where fibre
promises to deliver even greater socio-economic benefits.
The fibre rollout remains on time and on budget and, with
copper investment reducing and a positive performance on
connection costs, we were able to limit capital expenditure
to $804 million for the year. This was slightly below the lower
end of our guidance range, of $820 million to $860 million,
and heralds the beginning of reducing capital expenditure
as we pass the peak of the UFB rollout schedule.
Reduced connection revenues meant we achieved EBITDA of
$636 million, within our guidance range, but down from $653
million in FY18. This was partly offset by our transformation
initiatives and a tight rein on costs, with operating expenses
slightly lower than in FY18 despite increased regulatory and
network related expenses. We achieved this by adopting
new digital processes and tools to deliver benefits across our
business, as well as for our retailers and their customers.
New online tools, for example, helped reduce network
maintenance costs by avoiding unnecessary technician visits.
Net profit after tax reduced to $53 million, from $85 million
in FY18, largely because of increased interest costs and
depreciation and amortisation. A fully imputed final dividend
of 13.5 cents per share will be paid on 8 October 2019,
bringing total dividends for FY19 to 23 cents per share

Outlook
Within six months’ time we’ll have completed the rollout
of fibre across our original UFB contract areas. This means
the intensity of our organisational focus on building the
fibre network is now reducing, with annual rollout volumes
slowing through to the end of 2022. As we continue the work
already underway to reshape our business, our emphasis is
shifting to what’s required to maintain and operate
our network.
Our overarching strategy remains simple. We’ll keep
connecting as many customers to fibre as fast as we can,
while continuing to do everything we can to improve
customer satisfaction. Digital platforms are the key to this
and form a central part of our ongoing transformation

For example, a new service company gateway will help us
keep retailers and customers better informed about progress
with their provisioning or fault-related activity. We’re also
consolidating and simplifying our management of customer
interactions into a single system. Ultimately, we believe most
premises already connected by fibre should be zero touch
for activating broadband service and any service issues
should largely be able to be resolved remotely.

Figure 1:

Fibre installations and customer experience
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We had a strong year for broadband connections, with an
increase of 9,000 lines. This was a significant jump from a
gain of just 1,000 broadband lines in FY18 and reflects our
ongoing initiatives to win broadband customers from cable
and fixed wireless networks in our own fibre areas, together
with premises growth nationwide. Although broadband
connections grew, it was outweighed by the ongoing
reduction in our copper lines and we ended FY19 with 76,000
less fixed line connections overall. This was consistent with
connection losses in the prior year and reflects other fibre
companies reducing our copper broadband connections in
areas where we’re not the Government’s UFB partner, as well
as large retailers migrating voice only customers onto their
own wireless networks.

programme focussed on streamlining our business.
The pace of fibre uptake has encouraged us to accelerate
some aspects of this programme, so we can optimise our
operations earlier than previously expected.

Number of installations

We were pleased to have legislation enacting a new
regulatory framework for fibre passed by Parliament
in November. We’ve begun assisting the Commerce
Commission with the information it requires as it goes
through the process of establishing the value of our
regulated asset base and our allowable fibre revenues.
The utility-style regime is expected to apply to our fibre
access services from January 2022.
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Despite some of the competitive challenges we face,
particularly the decline in voice only connections, we remain
focussed on our aspiration of returning to modest EBITDA
growth in FY20. Our modernisation activities will help
remove legacy system constraints and merge some teams
within our business. Declining copper connection volumes
also present an opportunity for us to realise maintenance
and capital expenditure savings in some areas. However, this
doesn’t mean we’ll stop looking after the copper network.
Faults on the copper network remain relatively infrequent,
averaging about once every five years, and usually take less
than 24 hours to repair.
The Commission has indicated it will develop a copper
withdrawal code for the industry by mid-2020. Naturally,
we’ll take a customer-centric approach and inform
consumers well in advance and in accordance with the new
code. While we’re starting to plan for when we might start
switching off parts of the copper network in our fibre areas,
that’s still some time in the future and it will be on a streetby-street basis, subject to factors such as fibre uptake. In
the interim, we believe retailers need to take care to avoid
creating consumer confusion about the timeframes for
copper switch-off. Some consumers appear to have been
advised that they need to disconnect from the copper
network when that isn’t the case.
Strong fibre demand is expected to continue, supported by
our migration programme and incentive campaigns, as well
as the upcoming Rugby World Cup. This should drive further

average revenue per user (ARPU) growth as customers
increasingly recognise the benefits of higher speed plans.
Commercialisation of our new data centre services and the
promotion of business products with enhanced restoration
times are other revenue priorities. We’re also continuing
to enhance our interaction with land developers given the
ongoing growth in new premises nationwide.

We agree with the Commission’s preliminary mobile market
review finding that 5G deployment will likely involve infrastructure
sharing, given the use cases for 5G investment remain unclear.
We’ve already begun trialling small cell deployments with mobile
operators, building on the success of earlier innovation trials to
identify alternative uses for our assets.

We’re positive about the future for fibre, but we also
acknowledge that technology can change quickly in our
industry. It’s important that these risks are recognised and
that investors have a fair opportunity to earn a return on, and
of, the substantial investment we’ve made to bring fibre to
New Zealand homes and business. This has occurred well
ahead of most other countries in the world and we continue
to invest ahead of demand to enable the network capacity
and resilience needed for reliable high-speed broadband.
In Europe, regulators have acknowledged the risk involved in
fibre investment by allowing a rate of return higher than that
allowed for legacy network investment. Our investors were,
therefore, surprised by the Commission’s initial views on
some of the parameters that will shape our allowable return
on the fibre network. These parameters potentially implied
one of the lowest cost of capital calculations for a regulated
utility in New Zealand. Our focus is on providing clear
evidence to the Commission through its ongoing processes
to ensure our investors’ concerns are fully and fairly reflected
in future decisions.
We believe New Zealand’s best interests are served by
the continued development of vibrant retail competition
for broadband and that open access wholesale networks are
critical to this. A combination of a lack of competitive
intensity, a lack of clarity for consumers, and cross-subsidies
between mobile and fixed wireless services, may create
structural advantages over other retailers. That’s why, with
the auction of the first blocks of 5G spectrum scheduled to
occur in 2020, we’ve encouraged regulatory and government
bodies to consider including allocation requirements that
help ensure competition continues to emerge.
Figure 2:

Kate McKenzie to step down at end of 2019
Kate has advised the board of her intention to return home to
Australia at the end of the year. Kate was named as Chorus
CEO in December 2016 and the Board would like to thank
her for the superb work she has done leading Chorus. We’re
sorry to see her go, but understand her desire to spend more
time with her Sydney-based family. She’ll leave with our very
best wishes and thanks for a job well done.
We’re well placed to take advantage of the opportunities
ahead as we move from building the fibre network to
operating it, thanks to her tenure and leadership. Kate and
the Board are committed to an orderly transition, as she
remains focused on maintaining the progress made to date
and leading the excellent leadership team that is in place,
while her successor is selected.
We’ve been considering succession planning for some time,
and the process to appoint a successor is underway. We’ll
consider internal and external candidates for the role.
Thank you for your support of Chorus.
Kind regards

Patrick Strange
Chair
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If you’d like more detail on our financial results, the
annual report and a recorded webcast of our results
briefing will be available on our website at
www.chorus.co.nz/reports
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Infrastructure sharing at a wholesale level makes good
economic sense for New Zealand, if it creates a more level
playing field and fosters a healthier retail market. The UFB
rollout is clear evidence of this. As our industry evolves, we’ll
keep exploring opportunities to leverage our infrastructure to
help make New Zealand better.

Keeping New Zealand new
As a utility network operator, we take a long
term view. We want to make New Zealand
better, keeping it at the cutting edge
through our network infrastructure and the
connectivity we provide. Our copper VDSL
and fibre to the premises network makes

WE’RE GOING TO

high-speed unlimited broadband available to
~90% of broadband capable lines nationwide.
About 100 retailers use our infrastructure to
deliver fixed line and mobile network services
to their customers. By the end of 2022 we’ll
have fibre available to ~1.36 million customers.

WE’LL GET THERE BY

KEEP
NEW ZEALAND
NEW

BECAUSE WE WANT TO

Creating an environment
for our customers and
our people that optimises
today’s business and
allows us to innovate
for growth

MAKE
NEW ZEALAND
BETTER

WE’RE FOCUSSED ON

CUSTOMER

DIGITAL

PEOPLE

OPTIMISATION

INNOVATION

Transform customer
experience

Nothing happens
if it's not digital

We're committed to
enabling our people

We improve by getting
better at what we do

New revenue
opportunities

~600 exchanges

~52,000km fibre
~130,000km copper

~12,000 cabinets

~37,000km duct network

~290,000 poles

